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ABSTRACT

This project aimed at computerizing a hotel system; a system to aid in the management

and operation of the reception office.

Automated systems which are not carefully designed basing on good security practices

may lead to data loss, misplacement, inconsistencies and redundancies. Methods that

were used to gather information about the current system include; interviews and

observation. It gives a detailed review of the selected methods, instruments of data

analysis and presentations that were used when analyzing and evaluating the current

system of the hotel.

The methods applied attempted to establish and analyze the status of the problem,

appraising it effectiveness where problems existed, to try and find solutions. The study

was carried out at Imagi Hill hotel as a case study. The system is designed with user

friendly interface that will ensure ease of use and avoid errors and other shortfalls that

arise with the classic file system. This system will only run on Microsoft Visual basic

program.

The literature review elaborates and gives a detailed perspective of computerized

management systems and databases as viewed by different authors and researchers.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

According to Kotler (2006), Management Information System is a subset of the overall

internal controls of a business covering the application of people, documents,

technologies, and procedures by management accountants to solving business problems

such as costing a product, service or a business-wide strategy. Management Information

System is a planned system of collecting, processing, storing and disseminating data in

the form of information needed to carry out the functions of management.

Therefore data being managed manually leads to wastage of space, data redundancy, and

insufficient security of backups, data inconsistency and outdated reports

1.2 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Irnagi Hill is a hotel in Dodoma—Tanzania. It was started in the year 2007 and it is

located ikilometer from town. The hotel provides services to the guests from all sides of

the country. Dodoma has the national assembly and historical site center called Kondoa

Irangi having old caves. The advantage of being having the historical site and national

assembly in the region helps the hotel to receive many guests who come into the region

for different reasons. The hotel was using the paper based system with existing methods

that slowed down the system. For instance guests were forced to queue for long time due

to the slow processing procedures used by the hotel. This was tiresome and time

consuming for guests especially when a group was large. And it was for this reason that a

computerized management system needed to be employed in the hotel to eliminate the

aforementioned shortcomings.
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Computers were therefore important to allow management to increase guest satisfaction

and to access the financial and informational data for control purposes; hence the system

developed was suitable for both guests and employees of the hotel and making the hotel

to be profited by the increase of number of guests who were opting to other hotels due to

the inefficiency and slow services that were provided by the hotel using the paper based

system.

1.3 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The paper based system was slow, tiresome and time consuming for both employees and

guests. This made many guests to opt for other hotels hence reduced the hotel’s income.

Therefore a computerized system was to be introduced to alleviate the mentioned

problems.

1.4 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

1.4.1 Main objective

The main objective of the project was to develop a reliable and better computerized

system that could be efficient and fully operational.

1.4.2 Specific objectives

1) To find out the booking process of the guest at the

hotel reception.

2) To analyze system’s requirements for the design of the

system.

3) To design system for guest reservation.

4) To develop physical system.

5) To test and validate the system.
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1.5 SCOPE OF THE STUDY

In any organization there are serious problems that should be identified for the entire

organization to perform efficiently and productively. Basing on our case study, the study

on how to computerize the system of Imagi Hill hotel basically based on the reception

office and Manager’s office. The researcher conducted an interview with the hotel’s

Manager, five employees and five guests.

1.6 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

After the proposed system has been implemented; the quality computerized system

software was able to increase the hotel income, job satisfaction, and managing effectively

the storage of the system files, improving the security of guests’ information, improving

the speed and saving time in customers’ registration process and records retrieval, hence

increased customer satisfaction. The number of guests also increased due to the fact that

the system was fully operational and efficient. In order for the new system to achieve its

main objective, which was to provide better services to the guests within the region and

other places. Some of concepts relating to the topic from different researchers were also

considered as it will be explained in literature review.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

According to Langefors, BOrje (1973) and Rockart et. Al (1996), usually, a computer

based information system involves a database management system.

Computer based information system or computerized system refers to the specific

application software that is used to store data records in a computer system and automates

some of the information processing activities of the organization.

Therefore a computerized management system is a generic term used to describe

applications of computer hardware and software used to manage a system.

2.2 SCOPE OF LITERATURE REVIEW

A literature review is an account of what has been published on a topic by accredited

scholars and researchers. From chapter one, the computerized system for Imagi Hill hotel

was developed for a small to medium accommodation management. The term

Management Information System rise to describe this kind of application.

According to Philip Kotler (2006) “A marketing information system consists of people,

equipment, and procedures to gather, sort, analyze, evaluate, and distribute needed,

timely, and accurate information to marketing decision makers.”

Management Information System is a planned system for collecting, processing, storing

and disseminating data in the form of information needed to carry out the functions of

management.
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2.3 PROBLEM AREA

According to David Levy (2006) the problems and inefficiencies using manual office

methods are quite obvious. Computerized systems offer solutions; however, it may not be

all that obvious that medium to long term problems will become magnified if the

specifications of a computerized system are not fully thought out from the outset.

Since the hotel was using the paper based system with existing methods that slowed the

system, then the hotel management system was to be computerized in order to solve the

problems that were in the current system.

2.4 APPLICATION AREA

As stated by David Levy (2006), a computerized hotel system can track a guest from the

day he checks in and the day he moves out. (The information is stored on the system even

after move out.) With a single click, you can run a credit check on an applicant, print

guest account histories and signed guest receipts for any time period.

Then the proposed system offered the reception office of the hotel properly by being a

user friendly, orderly and compact. It is the hotel management system that automated the

operation and management of the hotel.
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2.5 DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES

2.5.1 Interview

As confirmed by Patton (2002), the strength of the interview technique is that, it offers

flexibility, spontaneity, and responsiveness to individual differences and situational

changes and very useful for providing a wide variety of data in a relatively short period

of time, using a restricted number of individuals, from one to a small group. Taking

advantage of the fact that they are concentrated in one place and can be asked for

specialized data or information on a particular topic. Newman and Lamming (1995)

described a number of advantages and disadvantages of interview:

Advantages of interview

o Interview techniques are useful for identifying possible areas for more detailed

analysis.

o Interviews are easy to conduct and direct, the unstructured interview can generate

interesting points, statistical analysis can be run on the users’ answers.

o The data collected provides information about general rules and principles and is

faster than observational techniques.

o Interview techniques are useful for investigating events which occur infrequently.

o The interviews can be recorded for a future analysis.

Disadvantages interview

o Respondents are not committed to give correct answers and may often be

influenced by what they believe the interviewer requires, or what they themselves

wish to portray.
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o The interviewer may need to acquire domain knowledge in order to know what

questions to ask.

o There is a range of considerable bias due to the understanding by the users of the

questions, and the subjective collected information might be misleading or

inaccurate.

Therefore, the researcher used interviews to gather information because interview

has an advantage of consistency and is more efficient to conduct; hence the user

provides a deeper understanding of the requirements for the system and of the

user tasks involved.

2.5.2 Observation

According to Newman and Lamming (1995) who explained observation data collection

technique as an only technique that allows a system analyst to obtain information that he

cannot obtain from other techniques .It gives first hand information about how activities

are carried out.

Advantages

0

of observation

It gives first hand and accurate information.

0 Interruptions are best observed than hearing about them.

o Usage of file documents. Processes that interrupt the flow of these

documents can be easily observed.
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Disadvantages of observation

a) It is a time consuming activity because you have to watch and see

before you understand.

b) It is well known that people do not like to be observed and will work

hard when they know they are being observed, that is why is

recommended that observation should be done separately so that those

observed would not need to know that they are being observed.

Therefore the researcher used this method to supplement other data collections methods.

2.6 DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGIES

According to Piquet, Lori (2002), visual basic users are able to click in the certain objects

randomly, so each object is programmed independently to be able to respond to those

actions. This language allows programmer to create simple Graphical User Interface

applications. Since default attributes and actions are defined for the components, a simple

program is created without the programmer having to write many lines of codes.

Therefore the concept of the system involved two important applications which included

user interface allowing the employees in the reception office to browse the records and

details available and a database housing the various details about the employee to be

featured in the database as well as other important information.

a) A user friendly interface that allowed the employees to interact freely with the

system without many complications to enhance adding, deleting, updating and

viewing of the employees’ and customers’ records.
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b) A database which carried details about an employee working in the hotel and

other relevant information.

The system was developed using Microsoft visual basic 6.0 in creating the user interfaces

and the database was developed using Microsoft Access.

2.7 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

According to Date (2001), a database refers to collection of programs or software that is

designed to data stored in a database.

This means that a DBMS is a set of software programs that controls the organization,

storage, management, and retrieval of data in a database. DBMS are categorized

according to their data structures or types. It is a set of prewritten programs that are used

to store, update and retrieve a Database. The DBMS accepts requests for data from the

application program and instructs the operating system to transfer the appropriate data.

When a DBMS is used, information systems can be changed much more easily as the

organization’s information requirements change. New categories of data can be added to

the database without disruption to the existing system.

Database systems have been designed to handle large volumes of information. In addition

databases have been designed to ensure safety of information stored, despite attempts

made by unauthorized system users. A database which contains a collection of data

contains information relevant to an organization. One of the pertinent goals of database

management systems (DBMS) is to provide a way to store, retrieve, database information

that is both convenient and efficient.

The DBMS can help prevent duplicate records via unique index constraints; for example,

no two employees with the same employee ID can be entered into the database.
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2.8 THE EFFECTS OF DATABASES AND DBMS

Databases have been in use since the earliest days of electronic computing. Unlike

modern systems which can be applied to widely different databases and needs, the vast

majority of older systems were tightly linked to the custom databases in order to gain

speed at the expense of flexibility. When the commercial use of computers was just

beginning, magnetic tape was the storage medium and records and files were stored

sequentially. To work with these files, users needed files hence a file management system

was introduced Williams et al, (2001).

2.9 DBMS FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES

Features commonly offered by database management systems include:

Backup and replication

Copies of attributes need to be made regularly in case primary disks or other equipment

fails. A periodic copy of attributes may also be created for a distant organization that

cannot readily access the original. DBMS usually provide utilities to facilitate the process

of extracting and disseminating attribute sets. When data is replicated between database

servers, so that the information remains consistent throughout the database system and

users cannot tell or even know which server in the DBMS they are using, the system is

said to exhibit replication transparency.

o Query ability

Querying is the process of requesting attribute information from various perspectives and

combinations of factors.
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A database query language and report writer allow users to interactively interrogate the

database, analyze its data and update it according to the users privileges on data.

e Rule enforcement

Often one wants to apply rules to attributes so that the attributes are clean and reliable.

Ideally such rules should be able to be added and removed as needed without significant

data layout redesign.

Security

Often it is desirable to limit who can see or change which attributes or groups of

attributes. This may be managed directly by individual, or by the assignment of

individuals and privileges to groups, through the assignment of individuals and groups to

roles which are then granted entitlements.

o Computation

There are common computations requested on attributes such as counting, summing,

averaging, sorting, grouping, cross-referencing, etc. Rather than have each computer

application implement these from scratch, they can rely on the DBMS to supply such

calculations.

• Change and access logging

Often one wants to know who accessed what attributes, what was changed, and when it

was changed. Logging services allow this by keeping a record of access occurrences and

changes.

e Automated optimization

If there are frequently occurring usage patterns or requests, some DBMS can adjust

themselves to improve the speed of those interactions.
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In some cases the DBMS will merely provide tools to monitor performance, allowing a

human expert to make the necessary adjustments after reviewing the statistics collected.

2.10 ADVANTAGES OF USING DATABASE AND DBMS

Date (2001), outlines the following as the advantages of using Database and DBMS:

a) Efficient data access: a DBMS utilizes a variety of sophisticated tools to store

and retrieve data efficiently. These features are important if the data is stored on

external storage device.

b) Reduced data redundancy; instead of the same fields repeated in different files

in a database, the information just appears once, The biggest advantage of the

database is that the same information is available to different users. Moreover

reduced redundancy lowers expense of storage media and hardware because data

can be stored on the media.

c) Improved data integrity: because of reduced redundancy there are increased

chances of data integrity-which the data is accurate, consistent and up to date

because each updating is only done in one place i.e. cascade update and cascade

delete.

d) Increased security: although various departments may share data in common,

access to specific data can be limited to a specific user thus though the use of

usernames and passwords only legitimates or authorized members can access

these information.
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e) More program independence. With database management systems the program

and the file formats are the same, so that one programmer or even several

programmers can spend less time maintaining files.

f~ Isolation: The results of transaction are invisible to other transaction until

transaction is complete.

g) Concurrent access and crash recovery: a DBMS schedules concurrent access

to the data in such a manner that the user can think of the data as being accessed

by only one user at a time.

h) Increased user productivity; database management systems are fairly easy to

use, so that users can get their request for information answered without having to

result to technical manipulations. In addition, users don’t have to wait for a

computer professional to provide what they need.

2.11 DISADVANTAGES OF USING DATABASE AND DBMS

Date (2001), outlines the following as the disadvantages of using Database and DBMS:

a) Database systems are complex, difficult and time consuming to design.

b) Extensive conversion costs in moving from file management system to a database

system. Substantial hardware and software start-up cost.

c) Damage to the database affects virtually all application programs.

d) Initial training required for all programmers and users.

13



2.12 DATABASE MAINTENANCE

From the April 2004 edition of SQL Server Magazine by Roman Rehak, regular

maintenance is essential for the smooth, successful operation of your databases. This

maintenance includes making backups to protect against data loss, performing

consistency and integrity checks to ensure your data and indexes are not corrupted and

regularly rebuilding indexes to help you compact and defragment your data.

Therefore database cannot be created once and for all, but its creation and maintenance is

a gradual and continuous procedure. The creation and maintenance of database is under

the influence of a suit of system software known as Database Management System.

The users of databases communicate their requirements to the database using the Data

Definition Language (DDL) and the Data Manipulation Language (DML) via the DBMS.

In fact the DBMS provides an interface between the user’s program and ‘the base contents

of the base, the DDLs and DMLs are used to; Add new files to the base, incorporate

fields on to the existing records in the base, delete the obsolete records, carry out

adjustments on the existing records, expand the database capability, for it to cater for

growth in data volume for enhanced application requirements.

14



CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The introduction of methodology reminded on the purpose of the study, its importance

and the general methodological decision. The difficulties that the researcher got during

the data and information collection, using different methods such as observation and

interview were explained, and the methods were used separately. Since we knew that the

main objective of the project was to develop a reliable and better system that is efficient

and fully operational. Therefore methodology aimed at providing business areas with

methodological standards and expert advice on procedures to minimize error, in order to

produce accurate survey estimates and thereby maintain the quality of data output. Also

methodology was involved in ongoing research to assess and improve methods of data

collection, and in developing new ways of collecting data.

3.2 STUDY DESIGN

With research methodology, the researcher preferred to use an interview as a primary

data or information collection technique, because interviews were very useful for gaining

information on the perceptions and beliefs of the customers and employees, their ideas

for changes and their opinions on what motivates, demotivates, frustrates, and encourages

them. However, there were strong potentials for bias in the hands of those who were

untrained, careless, or very normative.
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Interviews were one of the most valuable sources of information about an organization;

their usefulness far exceeded their cost in most cases. However, the quality of the

interviewer and data coder was essential to the accuracy of the information.

3.3 ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT STUDIED

From the case study which was Imagi Hill hotel, the targeted area that was considered

was the reception office, because it was the only office that had the records of each guest

who came to check in the hotel daily. Therefore an interview with the reception office

employees helped me to identify clearly all serious problems that faced the hotel.

3,4 STUDY POPULATION

Since IMAGI HILL HOTEL had offices which worked together to accomplish its goals.

So it was better to make an interview with the hotel Manager, few numbers of employees

and guests. Having information from these people helped me to get accurate information

about the hotel, hence easy problems identification.

3.5 SAMPLE SIZE

The researcher made an interview with the Manager, five employees and five guests.

Interview with these categories of people helped researcher to get useful information.

Example, guests were able to mention different problems that were experienced during

booking process while the Manager and employees were able to mention how they

benefited and bear from the current system.

16



3.6 RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

3.6.1 Interview

The researcher used the interview as a first research instrument because it allowed the

exploration of specific topics, while allowing people to tell what they thought was

important.

The research had common questions that asked on what was going efficiently and what

was going inefficiently, what motivated people, how they liked their job and their system

management, the goals of their organization, the obstacles to performance and success,

and what it took to get ahead.

Therefore, most questions in interview had probes, this means that interviewer followed

up questions that brought out more information.

Even when there were no formal probes, the researcher usually asked people to elaborate

further, and made sure the person was completely done with one topic before moving to

another, because some people needed more prompting than others.

3.6.2 Observation

The researcher also used observation as another research instruments. This involved

collecting data about the performance of employees by directly observing them at work.

This technique was suitable because the researcher got the first hand and accurate

information about the existing system. Since the current system used by the hotel was

paper based system, processes that interrupted the flow of the documents in this system

were easily observed and therefore interruptions were observed rather than hearing them.

17



So as to come up with the useful information about the hotel through this technique, the

researcher based on the following steps.

1) Making observations of the current system

2) Hypothesizing an explanation for the new system

3) Predicting a logical consequence of the hypothesis

4) Testing the prediction in an experiment

5) Creating a conclusion with data gathered in the experiment

3.7 DESIGN TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS

As confirmed by Chris Gane (1979), the DFD depicts the flow of events and data within

a system. Therefore the researcher used DFD as the standard diagramming method to

implement the system because it represented the flow of data through a system and also

facilitate breaking down processes to their smallest components. Most notably each

process was subdivided into smaller processes that comprised the parent process.

3.8 METHODOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEM

According to Chuck Morris and Tony Crawford (1970), SDLC tries to achieve high

quality system that meets or exceeds the requirements. In general an SDLC methodology

follows these steps:

o If there is an existing system, its deficiencies are identified. This is accomplished

by interviewing users and consulting with support personnel.

o The new system requirements are defined including addressing any deficiencies in

the existing system with specific proposals for improvement.

18



o The proposed system is designed. Plans are created detailing the hardware,

operating systems, programming, and security issues.

o The new system is developed. The new components and programs must be

obtained and installed. Users of the system must be trained in its use, and all

aspects of performance must be tested. If necessary, adjustments must be made at

this stage.

o The system is put into use. This can be done in various ways. The new system can

be phased in, according to application or location, and the old system gradually

replaced. In some cases, it may be more cost-effective to shut down the old

system and implement the new system all at once.

o Once the new system is up and running for a while, it should be exhaustively

evaluated. Maintenance must be kept up rigorously at all times. Users of the

system should be kept up to date concerning the latest modifications and

procedures.

Therefore, SDLC was the best methodology for the development of the Imagi Hill hotel

system; it covered many activities, starting from studying why the system was to be built,

analyzing problems, choosing the system design and architecture, implementing and

testing it up to delivering the system as product to the user.
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It was done through several development phases and each phase continued and refined

what was done in the previous phase.

a) Planning

This helped the researcher to study why the system was to be built and defining its

requirements. It also helped the researcher to carry out an investigation to establish

what the current system did, what problems were and chose the requirements for the

system user. In carrying out an investigation, information about the current system

was collected by recording the problems and requirements described by the users of

the recent system, hence built a picture of the required system.

b) Analysis.

In this phase, the researcher performed activities such as problems identification,

analysis and even predicting potential problems that could arise in the future

regarding the system.

The deliverables of this phase gave the researcher a picture on how the system was

supposed to be built and guide the developers’ works. Analysis was carried out to

establish the current system in detail in order to find out, the difficulties and problems

of the system, the user requirements, the inputs to the system and the outputs

generated.

c) Design.

System analysis led to design decision, which exactly determined how the system was

to operate in terms of process, data, hardware and user interface.
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This specified how the system was to be implemented through the use of DFD which

showed the flow of data through a system. Since DFDs are structured methodology

tool, then the researcher used them as a design techniques and tools for the new

system.

d) Implementation.

It was probably the most resource, cost, and time consuming phase of all. Here is

when the physical system was validated and finally installed. It also included

activities such as user training and system maintenance. And then I came up with the

concept of implementing the new system which improved the quality of service,

utilization of resources, faster access to management’s information and reduction of

expenditure.

3.9 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS FOR THE SYSTEM

3.9.1 Operating System

According to Jeremy Kirk (2006), XP is known for its improved stability and efficiency

over different versions of Microsoft Windows. It presents a significantly redesigned

graphical user interface, hence adding the ability for windows to use visual styles to

change the user interface.

Since windows XP is a line of operating systems produced to be used on personal

computers, including home and business desktops, then this made it an appropriate

operating system that was used in this case study. It was very powerful operating system

that acted as the main operating system and therefore was very flexible and it could be

used for high performance desktop applications.
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It had the ability to handle large numbers of users simultaneously. XP was known for its

improved stability and efficiency over different versions of Microsoft Windows. It

presented a significantly redesigned graphical user interface, hence adding the ability for

windows to use visual styles to change the user interface. Windows XP introduced

several new features such a new and more user friendly interface. On using this type of

operating system, Windows XP Service Pack 2 was considered because it included the

windows security center, which provided a general overview of security on the system

including the state of anti-virus software, windows update, and the new windows

firewall. Therefore service pack 2 added new security enhancements.

3.9.2 Programming Language(s) and Tools

As it was clearly explained by Piquet, Lori (2002) that, visual basic users are able to click

in the certain objects randomly, so each object is programmed independently to be able to

respond to those actions. This language allows programmer to create simple Graphical

User Interface applications. Since default attributes and actions are defined for the

components, a simple program is created without the programmer having to write many

lines of code.

Therefore the researcher preferred to use visual basic as a programming language to

develop this software for the Imagi Hill hotel, because it is visual and events driven

programming language and programming was done in a graphical environment. It was

relatively easy to learn and use programming language, because of its graphical

development features. With visual basic users were able to click in the certain object

randomly, so each object was programmed independently to be able to respond to those

actions.
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The language allowed the researcher to create simple Graphical User Interface

applications. Since default attributes and actions were defined for the components, a

simple program was created without having to write many lines of code.

3.9.3 Database Management Systems

According to Aleksandar Jak~ié, (2008); the benefit of Access from a programme?s

perspective is its relative compatibility with VBA modules to manipulate Access tables.

Since the system had a database to store all information about the hotel, then the DBMS

that was suitable for the establishment and implementation of the new system for the

hotel was Microsoft Office Access, because is a relational database management system

that combined the relational Microsoft Access Database Engine with a graphical user

interface and software development tools. Therefore the benefit of Access from a

programme?s perspective was its relative compatibility with VBA modules to manipulate

Access tables and it had many advantages and features that gave security, protection,

maintenance, reliability and performance on operation of data
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CHAPTER FOUR

SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Hardware, software, security and also the user requirements were the requirements

needed for the new system to be implemented. Implementation deals with the process of

converting the system specifications into executable programs. System specification

involves processes of software design and programming.

4.2 DATA AND DOCUMENTS FLOW

4.2.1 Data Flow Diagram (DFD)

When a guest arrives at the hotel, the receptionist must provide the guest with the room

status summary which contains all the rooms that are free for that day. The guest can then

book a room of his or her choice and can also order for hotel services e.g. food through

the receptionist who execute that order using the restaurant’s employees. Once this has

been done the receptionist records this and posts the total guest charges to the guest.

The administrator has the duty of keeping employees and guests’ records and producing

reports that are printed using a printer. The administrator and other staff must first enter a

valid password for authentication if the password is invalid an error message will be

displayed on the screen and access will be denied.
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Data flow Diagram

Figure 1.Data Flow Diagram
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4.3 REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS AND DEFINITION

This phase described the functions of the Imagi Hill’s computerized management system

and involved visiting the Organization and interacting with the employees of the

concerned office to try and come up with the system requirements and form a basis for

my software development. The system constraints and services were established in this

stage and planning was underway basing on the fact gathered. The functions were

described by data flow diagrams.

4.3.1 Hardware and Sofiware Requirements

Since the system was transformed from paper based to computerized system, the

following hardware and software were recommended to be used for the introduced

system.

Hardware Interface:

° Unintermpted Power Supply (UPS).

• A complete computer ( with CPU, keyboard, mouse and monitor)

• Pentium III- IV processor with 2.4 GHZ processing speed

° CD-Rom drives

° 512MB-1GBofRAM

• 80-120 GB hard disks

• Printer.
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Software Interface:

o Microsoft visual basic 6.0

• Microsoft Windows XP Professional (Service Pack 2) operating system.

o Microsoft Access

4.3.2 Functions and Constraints of Computer based

Hardware

o UPS will be used when power goes off or is cut; this is to ensure that operational

data are not lost.

o Printer will be used to print reports.

o Keyboard will be used for entering information in the computer.

o Monitor will aid in displaying the information.

o CPU will process hotel data.

Hardware Constraints

• The CPU should have a processing speed of at least two gigahertz, and the

computer should have a window operating system with resolution of 1024 by 768.

Software Constraints

o The software should not occupy very large disk space.

The product should run on window XP operating system with resolution of 1024

by 768 and a free hard disk memory of more than 5 12MB.

o The software should be used with a computer; it is useless on its own.

• The software should be accurate.
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o The software must run on a Pentium III and above.

o The software must work with other hardware e.g. printer

Training of end user on how to use the system may be time consuming.

4.3.3 User and Security Requirements

The requirements included the use of security passwords to prevent unauthorized people

from accessing the system. Also an antivirus program such as Symantec Antivirus was

installed to prevent viruses and worms.

Different ways supported users in the system as defined during requirements analysis and

so the system was able to:

o Provide the management, employee’s information whenever required.

o Generate reports to be used for management purposes.

• Update and delete records as required.

4.4 SYSTEM AND SOFTWARE DESIGN

The gathered requirements in the analysis phase were divided into two groups; the

software design had fundamental abstractions and their relationships were defined while

the hardware design required defining the architecture of the proposed system.
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According to the proposed system, the design objectives were:

Maintainability — The ability to easily make changes, enhancements, or

improvements.

o Dependability — The ability to rely on the software to function properly when

needed.

o Efficiency — The ability for software to use computing resources effectively

(mainly space and time).

o Usability — The ability for the end user to easily and effectively put the software

to proper use.

The output of this stage was an architectural model which described the hierarchical

structure of the program components, the manner in which the components interact and

the structure of data that are used by the components.

4.4.1 Logical design

The user data in the database is represented as relations as seen in the entity relationship

diagram. The columns of the table contain fields and rows of the table containing records

for particular entities in the reception office. Microsoft Access database was used to store

the data.
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The database used has the following tables:

o Assets

o CustomerArrivalForeign

o CustomerArrival

o CustomerDetails

o CustomerDepart

o CustomerFoodDetail

o CustomerFoodMain

o CustornerRoom

o DepartDetail

o DepartMain

o Employee

o Food

o Particular

o Password

e Reserve

o RestaurantDetail

o RestaurantMain

o Room
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The description of the fields of each table named above is summarized in the table below.

Table 1. Logical Design

Table Field Data type FieldSize Description

Assets

AssetNo Number 10 Asset number

Description Text 30 Type of asset

Quantity Number 10 Total number

of asset

CustomerArrivalForeign

CustomerlD Number 10 Customer

Identity

Nationality Text 30 Customer

citizenship

VISANo Text 15 VISA

Number

PassportNo Text 15 Passport

Number

CustomerArrival

ArrivalDate Date/Time 15 Customer

arrival date

ArrivalTime Date/Time 10 Customer
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arrival Time

CustomeriD Number 10 Customer

• Identity

EmployeelD Number 10 Employee

Identity

Nationality Text 30 Customer

Origination

LName Text 20 Customer last

name

Fname Text 20 Customer

First name

PhoneNo Text 20 Phone

Number

Address Text 30 Customer

Address

NIC Text 10 National

Identity Card

Country Text 30 Customer

home country

Citizenship Text 30 Customer

citizenship

VisitOfObject Text 30 Visiting

intention
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AdvanceAmount Number 10 Initial

• payment

Destination Text 30 Customer end

point

Picimage OLE Object Customer

image

Status Text 10 The status of

the room

CustomerDepart

ArrivalDate Date/Time 15 Customer

• arrival date

DepartureDate Date/Time 15 Customer

departure date

CustomerlD Number 10 Customer

Identity

RoomNo Number 10 Room

Number

EmployeelD Number 10 Employee

Identity

TotalDay Number 10 Customer

total number

of days spent
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in the hotel

TotalFood Number 10 Customer

total amount

spent in food

TotalAmount Number 10 Total amount

of money

spent by the

customer

CustomerDetail

CustomeriD Number 10 Customer

Identity

Lname Text 20 Customer last

name

Fname Text 20 Customer first

name

RoomNo Number 10 Room

Number

Address Text 15 Customer

Address

Destination Text 30 Customer end

point
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Picimage OLE Object Customer

Picture

Customer Food Detail

CustomerlD Number 10 Customer

Identity

ParticularNo Number 10 Particular

Number

FoodNo Number 10 Food Number

Quantity Number 10 Food Quantity

TotalAmount Number 10 Total amount

spent by the

customer

CustomerFoodMain

Date Date/Time 15 Date of food

consumption

CustomerfD Number 10 Customer

Identity

RoomNo Number 10 Room

Number

CustomerRoom
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CustomerlD Number 10 Customer

Identity

RoomNo Number 10 Room

Number

DepartDetail

CustomeriD Number 10 Customer

Identity

RoomNo Number 10 Room

Number

Rent Number 10 Room rent

TotalDay Number 10 Days spent in

the hotel

DepartMain

CustomeriD Number 10 Customer

~ Identity

DepartDate Date/Time 15 Date of

Departure

FoodAmount Number 10 Amount of

food
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RoomAmount

TotalAmount

Number

Number

10

10

consumed

Employee

EmployeelD Number 10 Employee

Identity

Lname Text 20 Employee last

name

Fname Text 20 Employee

first name

PhoneNo Text 15 Employee

Phone

Number

Address Text 30 Employee

Address

Date Date/Time 15 Employee

joining date

NIC Text 10 Employee

National

Identity Card

Amount paid

for the room

Total amount

paid
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Description Text 30 Description

on Employee

Salary Number 10 Employee

Salary

Food

FoodNo Number 10 Food Number

ParticularNo Number 10 Particular

Number

FoodName Text 15 Food Name

Rates Number 10 Food Price

Description Text 30 Food

Description

Particular

ParticularNo Number 10 Particular

Number

Name Text 20 Particular

Name

Password

UserName Text 20 Name of the
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user

Password Text 32 Password of

the user

EmployeefD Number 10 Employee

Identity

Reserve

ReserveDate Date/Time 15 Reserving

Date

EmployeelD Date/Time 10 Employee

Identity

Lname Number 20 Customer last

name

Fname Text 20 Customer first

name

Address Text 30 Customer

Address

PhoneNo Text 15 Customer

Phone

Number

RoomType Text 15 Room Type

RoomNo Number 10 Room

Number
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Amount Number 10 Amount paid

for the room

Confirm Text 10 Customer

Confirmation

RestaurantDetail

RCustomerlD Number 10 Restaurant

Customer

Identity

ParticularNo Number 10 Particular

Number

FoodNo Number 10 Food Number

Quantity Number 10 Food quantity

consumed

Amount Number 10 Amount paid

for food

RestaurantMain

Date Date/Time 15

EmployeelD Number 10 Employee

Identity

RCustomerlD Number 10 Restaurant

Customer
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Identity

TotalAmount Number 10 Total amount

of money

spent by

customer in

the restaurant

Room

RoomNo Number 10 Room

~ Number

RoomType Text 10 Room Type

RoomFacility Text 15 Room Facility

RoomFloor Text 10 Room Floor

Rent Number 10 Rent paid for

the room

Status Text 10 The status of

the room

IMPLEMENTATION

System Testing and Validation

During this stage, each of the components from the design was realized as a program

unit. Each unit then was either verified or tested against its specification obtained in the

design stage. The individual program units representing the components of the system

4.5

4.5.1
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were combined and tested as a whole to ensure that the software requirements were met.

When the researcher was satisfied with the product, then the staffs were allowed to test

the system (acceptance testing) to prove whether the system would meet the user’s

requirements. This was actually the stage where the researcher achieved the fifth

objective which was to test and validate the system. This phase ended when the product

was accepted by the staffs (users).

4.5.2 Operation and maintenance

This phase started with the system being installed for practical use after the product was

delivered to the hotel. Maintenance included corrective Maintenance that involved

correcting errors which were not discovered in earlier stages of the development process

while leaving the specification unchanged and enhancement maintenance involved

changes that the staffs (users) thought could improve the effectiveness of the product,

such as additional functionality. Also the researcher trained users on how to use the

system and offered them a user manual which described how to install and use the

system.
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4~6 EXECUTION SEQUENCE

Figure2~ Execution Sequence
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4.7 PRESENTATION OF THE SYSTEM

The following are some of the interfaces used to build up the system.

Login Interface

This part is mainly for authentication of users. It contains user name and password entry

fields. If a user provides a password that is invalid, access will be denied.

Figure3. Login Interface
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OK Cancel

User name does not match with password
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IMAGI HILL COMPUTERIZED
HOTEL ANAGE ENT SYSTEM

Splash Screen

Splash Screen is the loading form which allows the system be loaded to the memory

ready for use after the user has logged in.

Figure4.Splash Screen Interface
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Main Interface

This interface contains all the interfaces. This is where the user opens one interface after

another and can exit an interface or logs off so as to be able to log in as a new user.

Figure5. Shows the main interface
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Figure6. Shows Customer Arrival interface
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Figure7. Shows Customer Departure interface
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Figure9. Shows Add New Room interface
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igurelO. Shows an interface for Reserving a Room
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igurel 1. Shows Room Status interface
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Figure 12. Shows Customer Food interface
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Figurel4.Shows Food List interface
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Figure 16. Shows Add New Employee interface
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Figurel7. Shows Employee Search interface
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4.8 REPORTS

The following are sample reports of Employee table and Customer table which give

detailed information about current employees and customers’ departure.

4.8.1 Customer Report
Figurel9. Shows daily customer departure report
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4.82 Employee Report
Figure2O. Shows monthly employee report
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4.9 INFORMATION SYSTEMS PLAN

4.9.1 System Request

This was a document that determined the user needs for new system to develop a reliable

and better computerized database system that is efficient and fully operational, hence

showed the following values of the organization:-

a) Project name

A computerized system for hotel management.

b) Name of the organization

IMAGI HILL HOTEL in Dodoma-Tanzania

c) Functional Requirements

A system requirement that specified a function that a system component could be capable

of performing. These were software requirements that defined behavior of the system that

was the fundamental process that software and hardware components of the system

performed on inputs to produce outputs.

The software was able-:

To navigate through the records.

o To add, delete and edit records.

o To allow access of information by authorized persons only.

o To confirm booking.

o To link guest to a particular room.

o To produce monthly report of the entire employee’s employed in the organization.
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o To produce daily report on customers departure.

o To search for guest by name or room number.

o To display customer total charges.

o To provide facility to enable people to learn how to use the software on their own

without being trained (User manual).

d) Non-Functional Requirements

A software requirement that described not what the software did, but how the software

could do it, as software performance requirements, software external interface

requirements, software design constraints, and software quality attributes.

The nomfunctional requirements included:

o Data integrity through validation rules.

o Efficient and ease usability of the system.

o Controlled access to the system.

o Determining who was responsible which type of data.

1.9.2 Risk assessment

A risk is a possibility that an undesirable event could happen. Risks involve both

uncertainties. It is normally impossible to create a system that is free from any defects.

Therefore it was important to have a risk management plan to counter any difficulty that

could impact the development of the software. The risk was avoided by working with the

guests; and employees needed to spend some time with the developer in the beginning
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phase of the software development to add some more function into the software and this

bounded to affect the development of the software.

Risk assessment was classified as employee risks, process risks, product size, technology

risk, business impact risk, customer risks, development risks and project risks.

Everyone associated with software was responsible in managing these risks, and if

everyone participated actively in the project during the early phase of the software

development many risks could have been avoided.

4.10 LIMITATIONS TO THE STUDY

1) Financial Constraints:

Financing a study of this magnitude in terms of research, software, hardware and other

resources were costly, hence led to project stagnation.

2) Time Constraints

As a student, time was always a limiting factor as there were other academic activities

that require attention. Furthermore, time limits reduced the amount of time I could take to

research and perfect the project.

3) Limited experience

Lack of experience in the particular field limited the speed and tact at which the project

could have been carried out by fully skilled and experienced person. Therefore, I have to

research and learn new techniques which also lessen the time available.

4) Lack of resources

Resources to carry out such a project were not very easily available, for example

software.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION, RECOMENDATIONS and CONCLUSION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

As it was previously explained at the beginning of this project, the study came about for

the purpose of developing a reliable and better computerized system that is efficient and

fully operational for Imagi Hill hotel. The problem was mainly due to the inefficiency

and slow services that were provided by the hotel. The researcher found out that it was

due to the paper based system with existing methods that slowed down the system.

5.2 DISCUSSION

The computerized system will be used in the reception office of the hotel. The records of

employees and guests will be easily stored, found and retrieved when needed; also their

reports will be generated quickly. The developed system will be able to show room

records which have not yet been occupied, hence making easy evaluation of transactions.

Some of interviewees could not give exact information due to lack of references on the

information needed, thus limited researcher on a gathering the required information so as

develop the computerized system which could have been developed further to incorporate

other activities within the reception office, but due to time constraints this could not be

achieved. Budget constraints, printing and reprinting the work, availability of software

and hardware consumed a lot of money.
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5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

1) The levels of passwords may be changed depending on the confidentiality of

the stored data. The new system should have a higher level password rather

than a low level password so as to prevent unauthorized users to guess

password which may enable them to have an access to the system.

2) The application product was to be tested in sample field to eliminate any bugs

that may not have been identified at the time of development.

3) The researcher recommended that; features that have not been implemented in

this application software but were initially desired features should be

implemented in order to improve the efficiency, reliability and usability of this

system. Basing on the case study; the researcher lefi a task of designing a

website for the hotel which could enable customers to make online booking in

order to improve the efficiency, reliability and usability of this system at the

hotel.

5.4 CONCLUSION

After the research on the current system, the researcher found many inconsistencies and

weaknesses that were caused by the paper based system with existing methods that

slowed down the system and forced customers to queue for long time due to the slow

processing procedures used by the hotel. This was tiresome and time consuming for

guests especially when a group was large.
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Therefore, it was for this reason that a computerized management system needed to be

employed in the hotel to eliminate the aforementioned shortcomings.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1— Sample Interview guiding questions

Interview with hotel’s Manager

Questions that were asked:

1. When did the hotel begin working?

2. Which kind of a system is the hotel using to run its daily activities?

3. How does the hotel benefit from the existence of the national assembly and

historical site center of KONDOA IRANGI with old caves?

Interview with some employees

Questions that were asked:

1. What procedures and details taken when booking a room?

2. What are the room types and how much do they cost?

3. Do you find problems in using the current system? If yes name them.

4. What do you think about introducing a computerized system?

5. What improvements would you like in the new system?
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Interview with a few guests

Questions that were asked:

1. What comments do you have on the services provided by the hotel?

2. Does the current system used by the hotel satisfy your needs? If yes explain

the strengths and if no explain the weaknesses.

3. Is there any need of computerizing the system?

Appendix 2 - System Codes
Below are some of the codes used to develop the system:

Previous button
Private Sub CmdPreviousClick()

On Error Resume Next
If rs.BOF Then
MsgBox ~No more Record Found”
rs.MoveFirst
Else
rs.MovePrevious

Call showdata
Call Records
Call Records
Call ShowPic

End If
End Sub

Next button
Private Sub cmdNextClick()

On Error Resume Next
If rs.EOF Then

MsgBox “No more Record Found”
rs.MoveLast

Else
rs.MoveNext
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Call showdata
Call Records
Call ShowPic

End If
End Sub

First button
Private Sub CmdFirstClick()
On Error Resume Next

LockTbox
rs.MoveFirst
Call Records
Call showdata
Call ShowPic

End Sub

Last button
Private Sub CmdLastClick()

On Error Resume Next
rs.MoveLast
Call Records
Call showdata
Call ShowPic

End Sub

Edit button
Private Sub cmdeditClick()
edit = True
If Comnationality.Text = ~‘Foreign” Then Frame3.Visible = True
SetButtons False
UnLockTbox
End Sub

Cancel button
Private Sub CmdcancelClick()
LockTbox
SetButtons True
Call CmdLast Click
End Sub

Close button
Private Sub CmdcloseClick()
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Unload Me
End Sub
Private Sub cmdeditClick()
edit = True
If Comnationality.Text = “Foreign” Then Frame3 .Visible = True
SetButtons False
UnLockTbox
End Sub

New button
Private Sub CmdnewClick()
backcolorl = True
UnLockTbox
SetButtons False
List2.clear

txtdate.Text = Date
txttime.Text = Time
txtroom.Text =

txtroom.SetFocus
If Frame3.Visible = True Then Frame3.Visible = False
Dim rsl As New ADODB.Recordset
Dim a As Integer
With rsl

.Open “Select * From CustomerArrivaltbl”, con, adOpenKeyset, adLockPessimistic
If .BOF <>0 Then
a= 1
Else
.MoveLast

a = ! CustomerlD
a=a+ 1
.Close

End If
End With
txtcustomerid.Text = a
Comnationality.Text =
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txtname.Text =

txtfname.Text
txtphone.Text
txtaddress.Text
txtnic.Text =

txtdistrict.Text =““

txtcommingfrom.Text =

txtvisitofobject.Text =

txtamount.Text =

txtFilePath.Text =

listofalirooms
End Sub

Delete button
Private Sub CmdDeleteClick()
If MsgBoxQ’Would u like to Delete record”, vbQuestion + vbYesNo) = vbYes Then

con.Execute “Delete from CustomerArrivaitbi where CustomerlD=” &
Trim(txtcustomerid)

con.Execute “Delete from customerroomtbl where CustomerlD=” &
txtcustomerid.Text

Call CmdFirst Click
End If
End Sub

Login (OK button)
Private Sub CmdOkClick()
Dim rs As New ADODB.Recordset
With rs

.Open “Select * from Passwordtbl where UserName=’” & txtusername & ‘“ and
Password=”’ & txtpassword & “‘“, con, adOpenKeyset, adLockPessimistic
If rs.EOF Then
MsgBox “User name does not match with password”
txtusername.Text =““

txtpassword.Text =““

txtusername.SetFocus

Else
employeeid = rs!employeeid
Load fini Main
frmSplashl .Show
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Me.Hide
End If
.Close
End With
If frm Main.Visible = True Then frm Main.Enabled = True
End Sub

Browse button
Private Sub cmdBrowseClick()
On Error Resume Next

With cmdlFilePath
.Filter = “JPG Fi1es~* JpGIBitmapsI* .BMP”
.ShowOpen
txtFilePath.Text = .FileName

Image2 .Picture = LoadPicture(txtFilePath)
End With

End Sub

Save button
Private Sub CmdsaveClick()
If edit True Then

If txtFilePath.Text ““ Then
rs ! Arrivaldate = txtdate.Text
rs ! ArrivalTime = txttime.Text
rs!CustomerlD = txtcustomerid.Text
rs! employeeid = txtemployeeid.Text
rs !Nationality = Comnationality.Text
rs!Name = txtname.Text
rs!Fname txtfname.Text
rs!PhoneNo = txtphone.Text
rs!Address = txtaddress.Text
rs!NIC = txtnic.Text
rs!Country = txtCountry.Text
rs ! ComminglnFrom = txtcommingfrom.Text
rs ! VisitOfObj ect = txtvisitofobj ect.Text
rs!AdvanceAmount = txtamount.Text
rs ! Destination = txtFilePath.Text
rs.Update
If Comnationality.Text = “Foreign” Then Call foreignedit

Else

Open Trim(txtFilePath.Text) For Binary Access Read As lngDataFile
lngLengh LOF(lngDataFile) ‘Length of data in file
If lngLengh = 0 Then Close lngDataFile: Exit Sub
intChunks = lngLengh \ ChunkSize
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intFragment = lngLengh Mod ChunkSize

rs!Arrivaldate = txtdate.Text
rs!ArrivalTime = txttime.Text
rs!CustomerfD = txtcustomerid.Text
rs! employeeid = txtemployeeid.Text
rs !Nationality = Comnationality.Text
rs!Name = txtname.Text
rs!Fname = txtfname.Text
rs!PhoneNo = txtphone.Text
rs!Address = txtaddress.Text
rs!NIC = txtnic.Text
rs!District = txtdistrict.Text
rs! ComminglnFrom = txtcommingfrom.Text
rs ! VisitOfObj ect = txtvisitofobj ect.Text
rs!AdvanceAmount = txtamount.Text
rs ! Destination = txtFilePath.Text
ReDim Chunk(intFragment)
Get lngDataFile, , Chunk()
rs ! picimage.AppendChunk Chunk()
ReDim Chunk(ChunkSize)
For i = 1 To intChunks
Get lngDataFile, , Chunk()
rs!picimage.AppendChunlc Chunk()

Next i
rs.Update
Close lngDataFile
Call ShowPic
If Comnationality.Text = “Foreign” Then Call foreignedit

End If
edit = False
Else

If txtFilePath.Text “ Then
rs.AddNew
rs ! Arrivaldate = txtdate.Text
rs!ArrivalTime = txttime.Text
rs!CustomerlD = txtcustomerid.Text
rs! employeeid = txtemployeeid.Text
rs !Nationality = Comnationality.Text
rs!Name = txtname.Text
rs!Fname = txtfname.Text
rs!PhoneNo = txtphone.Text
rs!Address = txtaddress.Text
rs!NIC = txtnic.Text
rs!Country = txtCountry.Text
rs ! ComminglnFrom = txtcommingfrom.Text
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rs ! VisitOfObj ect = txtvisitofobj ect.Text
rs!AdvanceAmount = txtamount.Text
rs!status = “On”
rs.Update
Call roomsave
If Conmationality.Text = “Foreign” Then Call foreignsave

Frame3.Visible False
Call CmdLast Click

Else
Open Trim(txtFilePath.Text) For Binary Access Read As lngDataFile
lngLengh = LOF(lngDataFile) ‘Length of data in file
If lngLengh =0 Then Close lngDataFile: Exit Sub
intChunks = lngLengh \ ChunkSize
intFragment = lngLengh Mod ChunkSize
rs.AddNew
rs!Arrivaldate txtdate.Text
rs ! ArrivalTime = txttime.Text
rs! CustomerlD txtcustomerid.Text
rs ! employeeid txtemployeeid.Text
rs !Nationality = Conmationality.Text
rs!Name = txtname.Text
rs ! Fname = txtfname.Text
rs!PhoneNo = txtphone.Text
rs!Address = txtaddress.Text
rs!NIC = txtnic.Text
rs ! District = txtdistrict.Text
rs! ComminglnFrom = txtcommingfrom.Text
rs ! VisitOfObj ect txtvisitofobj ect.Text
rs!AdvanceAmount = txtamount.Text
rs ! Destination = txtFilePath.Text
rs!status = “On”

ReDim Chunk(intFragment)
Get lngDataFile, , Chunk()
rs ! picimage.AppendChunk Chunk()
ReDim Chunk(ChunkSize)
For i = 1 To intChunks

Get lngDataFile, , Chunk()
rs !picimage.AppendChunk Chunk()

Next i
Close lngDataFile
Call ShowPic

rs.Update
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If Comnationality.Text = “Foreign” Then Call foreignsave
Call roomsave

End If

End If
SetButtons True
Cmdnew.SetFocus
LockTbox

End Sub

Appendix 2- Budget

TabIe2. Budget

ITEM AMOUNT(UGSH)

Stationery (Pen, pencil, paper and 30,000

notebook)

Printing 150,000

Photocopying 30,000

Binding 50,000

Research( including Transport) 300,000

Software 140,000

Total 700,000
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USER MANUAL

For ease of reference, this user guide gives a quick overview of the main functions of the

software, shorts and general information concerning the software.

Starting and quitting the linagi Hill’s Computerized Hotel Management System

(IHCHMS)

Assuming that you have installed the program in C:\Program files and the program is

running in window XP environment on a personal computer.

Under Window XP, you start the IHCHMS in the following ways:

By clicking on the ‘start’ button (in the left corner of your screen), then choosing

‘All Programs’; several other programs will be displayed. Choose Imagi Hill’s

Computerized Hotel Management System among the programs.

o By double clicking on the IHCHMS if one was created on the desktop.

NOTE:

o Before accessing application, you will be prompted to enter a password for

authentication. In case of wrong password an error message will appear.

o When you open THCHMS a splash screen will appear, it will be displayed for

about ten seconds before the main program opens.

o You can end your IHCHMS by selecting ‘Exit’ from the ‘Login’ pull down menu

bar.
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Menu Bar

This menu bar let you access various features of the ll{CHMS that you can use in that

window. The menu bar contains parts which include Login, Customer, Room, Food,

Restaurant, Employee, Assets and Report.

How to use IHCHMS

Lo2in

It has two sections:

Logout

o Exit)

Logout:-enables a new user to use the application afier the current user has logged out.

Exit: enables the user to close the application.

Customer

It has navigation buttons to enable you to navigate through the records.

These are described below:-

o 1< Means first: - This displays the first record

o <Means move previous: - It takes you to the previous record.

o >Means move next: - Takes you to the next record.

o >1 Means move last: - This takes you to the last record.

To add new customer

o Go to ‘Customer’ in the menu bar and click ‘Arrival’.

o Click New in the drop down menu so that the fields can be cleared, then fill the

required fields and finally click ‘Save’ button to save the entries.
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NOTE:

o You can search for a customer by either using the name or the room number.

o Record can only be edited when ‘Edit’ is clicked.

Room

To add a new room

o Go to ‘Room’ in the menu bar and click ‘Add New Room’.

o Click New in the drop down menu so that the fields can be cleared, then fill the

required fields and finally click ‘Save’ button to save the entries.

To view the room status

o Go to ‘Room’ in the menu bar and click ‘Room Status’.

o Information cannot be edited from this section (it is read only).

• Room status summary displays all the rooms that are occupied and free on that

day.

To reserve a room

o Go to ‘Room’ in the menu bar and click ‘Reservation of Room’.

o Information cannot be edited from this section (it is read only).

o You can view the list of reserved rooms by clicking reservated list button

• You can view the list of confirmed rooms by clicking confirmed reservated list

button

o You can delete the expired confirmation by clicking delete expired confirmation

button
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Food

In this part, a customer orders for food, the name of food is then selected in the list of

food. Then ‘New’ command is clicked, the date and Employee ID for the employee who

serves the customer will be displayed in the grid.

New food can be added in the list and saved in the database. This is done by clicking the

‘New’ button so that the field can be cleared, then fill the required fields and finally click

‘Save’ button to save the entries.

Restaurant

In this part, a customer orders for food, the type of food is then selected in the list of

food. Then ‘New’ command is clicked, the date, Customer ID Employee ID will be

displayed in the grid.

To add a new entry in the restaurant

o Go to ‘Restaurant’ in the menu bar and click ‘New Entry’.

• Click New in the drop down menu so that the field can be cleared, then fill the

required fields and finally click ‘Save’ button to save the entries.

Employee

It is responsible with adding of new employees and view a list of available employees.

To add new employee

o Go to ‘Employee’ in the menu bar and click ‘Add new employee’.

o Click New in the drop down menu so that the fields can be cleared, then fill the

required fields and finally click ‘Save’ button to save the entries.
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To view the list of employees

o Go to ‘Employee’ in the menu bar and click ‘view’.

o Information cannot be edited from this section (it is read only).

o You can search for an employee by either using the name or the employee ID.

Assets

To add a new asset

o Go to ‘Assets’ in the menu bar and click ‘New Entry’.

o Click New in the drop down menu so that the fields can be cleared, then fill the

required fields and finally click ‘Save’ button to save the entries.

Report

To view employee’s report

o Go to ‘Report’ in the menu bar and click ‘Employee’.

To view customer’s departure report

o Go to ‘Report’ in the menu bar and click ‘Current Customer’.
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